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The Contracting Parties, in deciding at their Sixth Session to give govern-
ments time for a thorough examination of the above question, invited them to
comment on the drafts, which were circulated in GATT/CP.6/36, in order that the
texts could be given definite form at the Seventh Session, Comments have been
received to date from the following:

Belgium and Luxemburg Haiti
Finland
Greece

Norway
Southern Rhodesia

and from the International Chamber of Commerce, and are attached hereto,

It is hoped that other governments which wish to submit commentswill do
so before the end of August in order that they may be translated and distributes
promptly for final sonsideration at the Seventh Session.
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BELGIUMAND LUXEMBURG
(Translation)

Annex "A"
ad Article-II. 1

In the report members of the Working Party explain that they preferred
the formula "negligible value" rather than the expression "no saleable value".
This formula is rather vague and may give rise to abuses.

In the concept which was discarded, the introduction of the word "saleable"
offers the advantage that itwould prohibit the possible sale of any sample imported
duty free. It would therefore seem desirable to substitute the words "negligible
saleable value" or "no important saleable value"' for the words "negligible value"'

Such a definition would afford additional guarantees in cases where samples
could not be made useless by tearing or perforation, as provided for in paragraph
2 of Article II.

Furthermore, it should be noted that the present wording of the article
may create some confusion because it does not indicate whether the value to
be taken into account is the value of all the samples constituting one
aggregate shipment or the value of each individual sample. It would not be
logical to leave it open to each contracting party to interpret this essential
point. It would be better to have an article that Implied a restricted but
clear-cut and formal commitment rather than a vague provision involving no
precise obligation, It is believed that the convention should provide at
least for the exemption from customs duties in the case of any aggregate
shipment when each quality or category of product is represented only by one
sample of negligible value.

To that and, Article II para. 1 could be supplemented as follows:

"Exemption shall always be granted for an aggregate shipment of samples
when each category or quality of product is represented only by one sample
of negligible value". -

The system now existing in the Belgian Congo and Ruanda Urundi is as
follows:

Under Article 131 of the Governor-General's Order of 6 January 1950
enacted by virtue of the decree of 29 January 1949 relating to the customs
,ystem of the Belgian Congo and Ruanda Urundip a sample is defined as follows:

"Any small quantity of an object or product destined exclusively for
khe purpose of making it known and which cannot be used for any other
purpose "
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Samples are taxed under the tariff item, under which the goods they
represent are classified.

They can be exempted from import duties in the following cases and
circumstances:

a) Samples of piece goods, when imported in such small pieces that they
cannot be used except as specimens or samples. In other cases, for
instance in the base of whole pieces or complete articles such as
shawls, handkerchiefs, etc.,samples can be entitled to duty-free
admission only after they have been cut or perforated so as to
deprive them of any saleable value.

Any sample of piece goods of 30 centimeters in length, over the
whole width of the material, shall be subject to customs duties.

b) Samples of wines in bottles containing not more than 15 centiliters,
provided the customs authorities have no doubt whatever as regards
their final destination.

This requirement does not apply to distilled beverages or to wines
of more than 15 degrees of alcoholic strength.

c) Samples of unmanufactured tobacco of less than 100 grams in net weight
shipped through the post office.

d) Samples of manufactured tobacco, sent through the post offices of
less than 10 grams in net weight shipped directly in single specimens
to consignees.

e) Any quantity of any product shipped through the post office as
ordinary correspondence (see Article 147) provided that the declared
value is less than 20 Belgian francs,

ad Annex to Article II

1 The principle of the insertion of a non-limitative list of examples
As regards the Annex to Article II the report of the Working Party does

not conceal the fact that this was the object of lengthy discussions and that
the unanimity could not be reached. The question arises whether it will be
necessary to insert a.list of samples of products entitled to duty-free
admission. It seems that the answer is "yes", provided such a list is not
limitative,

Theoretically, a definition should not be followed with a non-limitative
enumeration of objects responding to such a definition,

However, it should be recognized that Article II is far from providing
a precise definition of samples that should be entitled to exemption from
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import duties, Henoexap aeson-limitative enumeration of smplat would be of
real practical value because:

i) it supplements. in fa-tia vague thgoretical definition by ~llustratin
with concrete examples the view; of the authors of the definition

ii) it secures in a wide.domain a uniform interpretation of the definition.

For this reaamn the retention of a List of exsaples is not without positive
interest,

Perhaps it should be suggested that the list in question should be re-
examined at a later stage in the light of experience gained and or, the basis
of any confusion or abuses which might have occurred.

2. The form of the list

In viaw of the fact that under the opening paragraph of the Annex
importing countries can lay down limits, it would be preferable to delete
the following closing words in paragraphs 1 and 11: " ... and that the weight
or volume of these products does not exceed the limits laid down by the
importing country as compatible with the character of samples'.

In its present wording in paragraphs 1 and 11 this phrase is of a
mandatory character* In view of the great diversity of products which can
be classified under tpe items listed in these paragraphs, it is practically
impossible to lay down limits for each product whether in weight or volume;
furthe=o'epthe difference in the value of these products does not make it
possible to lay down a uniform quantitative limitation,

Generally speaking, the Benelux countries have not laid down any limits
whether in terms of weight, quantity or value, but exemption is granted to
products imported as samples into Belgium when the amount of duties involved
does not exceed 5 Balian francs, A similar practice is followed in the
Netherlands,

One could however accept the determination of a maximum volume as regards
samples of wines and distilled beverages. In thid respect, the figure of 15
centiliters could be suggested.

Lastly, it appears that, if the Annex to Article 1I were adopted,
agricultural products should be added, to foodstuffs in paragraph 1 relating
to the goods enumeratedb

adArtcleIII

The y-xt of Article III makes it possible to deny temporary dut.'free
adissnon when.-he goods concerned are imported.in such quantity or aggregate
value -hatthfactan no longerbo regarded as samples, In view of the St.
that noiindicatioemss given as to the demarcation lime beyond whch sueh iti
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could no longer be regarded as. samples, each contracting party is free to
consider or not to consider as "samples" .items imported for the purpose of
soliciting orders,

Therefore the proposed definition does not give any guarantee as to
entitlement to temporary exemption. For that reason, it would be preferable
to provide that such treatment is applicable so long as only one item of the
same category or quality is being imported. The following definition would
cover this point much more adequately:

"1. For the purpose of this article, the term "samples" shall mean
objects representative of a particular category of goods, provided:

a) that they are such that they can be duly identified on re-
exportation;

b) that each category or quality of goods be represented by one
object only;

c) that they have not been manufactured abroad on behalf of a
manufacturer or trader established in the territory of importation."

In paragraph 2, the words "temporarily admitted... free of import duties"
do not render correctly the underlying idea. The following text is proposed:

"...be temporarily exempted from customs duties when imported into
the territory of any of the contracting parties."

In the Benelux countries, as in the great majority of countries represented
on the Working Party, the identity card referred to in paragraphs 3,7 and 8
is not required. It would therefore seem that the inclusion of the identity
card requirement would compel meet contracting parties to establish a special
procedure forcommercial travellers without which the convention might well
become inapplicable.

ad Article IV

In orderto facilitate the prospecting of markets with a view to the
hiring of objects (such as machines), it is proposed that the final part of
the first sentence Should be worded as follows:

"...and relating to goods offered for sale or for hire by a manu-
facturer or trader established in the territory of another contracting
party."

Article IV does not deal with the global weight of catalogues or .price
lists which shall be exempted from import duties. As it is not clear what
interest there would be for any country to misuse duty-free admission in order
to export exaggerated numbers of catalogues or price lists,it should be
possible to accept the highest figure proposed. The Benelux countries could
at once accept the maximum figure of 1000 grams.
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ad Article V

For the reason mentioned with respect to Article IV, the text of sub-
paragraph a) should be worded as follows:

"a) .,s relate to products or equipuen4 offered for sale or eer
by a manufacturer or trader established in the territory of another
contracting party,"

The minimum duration for temporary admission could be one month, The time
3mit within which flbnsuld have to be re-exported could be six months.

As regards sub-paragraph b) which deals with one of the conditions in
which films can be regarded as samplespit should be noted that this sub-
paragraph stipulates that such films must be "of a kind suitable for exhibition
to prospective customers, but not for general exhibition to the public",

It might be useful to stress the difficulty that might arise in dtenng
what films are not suitable for general exhibition to the public, One could
thue quote as an example the case of a film qfa purely coameoial character
whioh, on account of its technical qualities, would, be exhibited to the general
public on a paying basis, It would therefore seem that the following wording
would be more appropriates

lb) .,, are of a kind suitable for exhibition to prospective customers
but 2a for general exhibition to the publi.."

ad Article VI

The enumeration Utich appears in paragraph 3, sub-paragraph d) makes it
possible in particular to pply prohibitions or restrictions necessaryyto
secure .ompliance with laws and regulations relating to cuspoM enforcement"

This wording lacks clarity and would easily afford pretexts for denying
dutyu"ree admission or temporary admission. The wording should therefore be
elaborated.

As regards prohibitions or restrictions other than import duties it should
be mentioned that existing colonial legislation does not include any provision
which would hamper the importation of commercial saples into the territory of
the Bexamian Congo aid Ruanda Urundi. In fact, subject of course to the e option
pride for under paragraph 3 of Article V i s tiles can be imported
freelc because such importation is not subject to import licenses as is the
case with onher goods imported into the Belgian Congo and Ruanda Uruudi for
consumption purposes.

ad Article

The decisions rendered on the occasion of the interpretation of the
rialiuation of the conventionshould constitute a 3idoprdence for all
contracting parties,
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Article VIII in its present wording does not achieve this objective.

It would therefore be preferable to refer any dispute to a representative
body of the contracting parties to the convention, whose decisions would be
binding on all contracting parties

Annexes "B" and "C"

As regards the draft recommendations incorporated In Annexes B and C,
it would seem desirable not to reexamine the question before the Working Party
has met again.

However, as regards Annex B, it would be useful to indicate precisely in
what circumstances certificates of origin and health certificates can be
required because these two items are of some importance as regards imports of
vegetable and animal products.

FINLAND

Annex "A"

The term "sample of negligible value" used in Article II is preferable to
the term "no saleable value". It may be said that the former expression is too
vague, but it will hardly cause any direct difficulties in practice especially
if account is taken of the provisions of Article II entitling the customs
authorities to require that in order to be exempted from import duties, the
samples be rendered unusable for other purposes than as samples. Another
question is that the importers of the samples often are reluctant to do it,
Apparently, it is also difficult to define more precisely the term "negligible
value",this depending on the different character and commercial qualification
of the commodities.

The list of examples included in the Annex to Article II may be considered
useful, although it is not and cannot be perfect, Sometimes, on the occasion
of customs clearance, there may be uncertainty as to whether certain kinds of
samples can actually be considered as "samples of negligible value", and to
provide for such eventualities, the list could have its importance, since it
suitably illustrates the conception of a sample of negligible value. However,
the wording of the list ought to be revised. The condition at the end of its
introductory sentence "and provided that the weight or volume of each consign-
ment does not exeeed the limits, if any, laid downby the importing country
as compatible with the character of samples" reappears at the end of Articles
I and II of the same Annex, It may be thought whether such a condition of
general natures, if it is considered necessary, could not be included in the
text of Article II itself.
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In Finland no maximum weight or value limits have been fixed for samples
of duty-free articles except in a few cases. Thus, a duty-free sample packet
of coffee is not allowed to weigh more than 2 kilograms net, and contain more
than 300 grams net of each quality of coffee. In duty-free tobacco sample
packets not more than 50 grams of each quality is allowed. However, if any
provisions concerning specified limitations are to be included in the final
convention, these quite liberal maximum weight limits should not be increased
taking into consideration the quality of the goods in question.

As to the commercial travellers identity card system referred to in
passages 3, 7 and 8 of Article III of the craft convention, it may be considered
unnecessary. In Finland such an identity card is at present not always
required.

In the cases mentioned in Articles IV and V of the draft convention,
a considerably greater exemption from import duties and other taxes in con-
nection with the importation is, at present, granted in Finland than that
implied in the draft convention. The printed matters mentioned in Article IV
are, in general, already in virtue of the Customs Tariff Law free from duty, no
matter in which way they are imported. The cinematograph films of a width not
exceeding 16 mm. mentioned in Article V, are in Finland already now exempted
from impont duty, provided that they are exhibited free of charge and will be
returned abroad. The period of re-exportation is 6 months, in addition to
which the Board of Customs may still prolongit according to its own judgment.
Thus it would be suitable that the period to be mentioned in the convention
would not be less than 6 months.

As to the provisions of Article VI that the goods which according to the
draft convention are exempted from import duties, are to be exempted also from
quantitative import restrictions, if they are imported without payment and on
the condition that they will be returned in the case referred to in Articles
III and V, they are in general lines in harmony with the existing Finnish
licensing regulations.

As a country that joins in this conventions must, in virtue of the General
Agreement on Tariffs and Trade or the most-favoured-nation clause included in
its bilateral agreement, apply it to many countries outside of the Convention,
it would be advisable, in order to ensure at least some measure of reciprocity,
to make the final enforcement of the convention depend on the condition that
a sufficient number of countries, e.g. 20, Join it (Article XI).

The irrevocable period of enforcement of the convention (Article XII) could
be perhaps 3 years.

Annexes "B" and "C"

As to both draft recommendations (Annex B, on Documentary Requirements for
the Importation of Goods,and Annex C, on Consular Formalities), the Finnish
Government is in favour of accepting them. Especially worth accepting and
putting into practice is the draft on Consular Formalities.,

_ ~mi g
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(Translation)

General

In principle, the Greek Government is prepared to accept the convention
in question provided the text explicitly mentions that this convention deals
with goods of any kind, whether the produce of the land or industrial products,

Greece, whose exports consist essentially of agricultural products,
daily meets Increasing difficulties as regards the marketing of her products.
It Is only fair that Greece, as it accepts this convention and grants all
the facilities provided therein, should request reciprocal treatment for her
own products.It is obvious that, without a reciprocity clauses this convention
would be inacceptable to Greece because it would create for her unilateral
obligations without any benefit for Greece.

It, is true that the generalities in paragraph 1 of Article II of the
draft convention refer to "samples of goods of all kinds", but the Greek
delegation to the Sixth Session of the GATT noted, throughout the lengthy
debates which lead to the framing of the draft, a tendency to grant nearly
exclusive preference to industrial products and manufactured agricultural
products without taking into account, or showing any specific concern for,
the protection to be granted to raw products of the land such as fresh or
dried fruit, tobacco leaves, etc.

This tendency towards extending to industrial products the facilities
provided for in the convention led a delegation to oppose such a convention
which would involve no benefits to agricultural or industrially less developed
countries.

For the foregoing reasons Greece, in spite of its obvious desire to
adhere to the convention, would not be in a position to sign it unless
produce of the land were explicitly mentioned in paragraph 1 of Article II
of the draft.

Comments co specific paragraphs

Article II

The substitution of the words "samples of negligible value" for the
formula, "samples of no saleable value" is accepted.

As to the question of the customs authorities being at liberty to
appreciate the negligible value of each individual sample or of identical
samples forming part of one consignment, the Greek Government does not
feel the need for an amendment and leaves it to the Contracting Parties
to reach any appropriate decision in this respect.
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Schedule annexed to Article II

The appropriate services of the Greek Government hold the unanimous view
that the addition of an annexis of no particular value. In fact, such a
schedule could not possibly list all theproducts, samples of which could be
exported. On the other hand, if this list remained purely illustrative in
order to facilitator to the customsauthorities the task of appreciating the
value of samples, or avoiding frequent disputes, it is to be feared that such
contracting party will wish to include in the schedule products interesting
its own exports, though the annex could not meettherequirements of every
country.

Therefore, even thoughthe annex nmcxdwoule beosunti-allus2.yvsteativo, there
woul) resuetethomoferious it.ls inconvenience as degsamplesmThs o-f noenlistd
products.eGreeTh k Gmovernellnt wi etheecfor oppose the insertion of the
anndnex adewillbo onnefull6tont ewith ho geeneraldofinitiona of asimple which,
as already indaboveicated , shouuld emebeespplntd by a refeoermeal frnc to
produce ofil.However,the so oCvnNer, i the Ooracti.ng ePartiesecidtt to retain
the aennex,ermethe Grek Govnnt would be prepared to accept ampiet provided sls
of produ- ofd tghie lsuoil anca,-ud;a. penroduects be en ioio ai thcbeginning
oasnf the annbx proposeed 1ethatea Grok daegoxn to the Si h Session of the
GATT1

Wolemh.tr vcmplesu-.f saniLbe entittlexemptioned o n2t.o
theTheeduledrwhich 3 01Oti-olehgitions in this reespoct would

leave opene thestionqu ofe tehghtwi orlumevoofmpleshichsaw each couyntr
couelemd xpt. e Thn Coctrnatig Partsice ehav referretd his squetion to govern-
nents TheecGlegisllarationes do neoetminedtr thee wight volumebor of
plwrpos ented dtoexemption.The Greek customs authorities are atb.3i are at, liberty
his domain n;*uh.-.ricteria on e c:citc,.'.estimation the otim.tI.aoi of toe
cies ms authoritle:s isebased arokaspocific paclcging,ndresentation ard,
dependiureuponsamplesttzceovolume os, the yo. ltn orwould t. which t;J': exclude
any usc oseotherrafeninghepublicitypurpeot ta t purpose of soliciting
eiorderse, Iin thi appry.atmsln, tse, ecustoerutchonriti. tak.acouY,of the
preosfesseionmauof th ehippr (ucenfacturr, perod),r, trader, tc. aswell as
the moefosion oee.f tho-onscigncoers If oneamples that sziplCs shipped are
essontiaany varied t.d that it is impossibwn toiformdorr unfonmi and rigid
criteriimportation ofeachort;o facha individual product,ent would seCN that
the steria follwedin Greecewould, on account of itsfexibility, flo=blityp
fucilitate e arrived at tobo : . .1

ArtilThe identitycardto ezThoader t be hmmeld by trLoerse a.nd corcialtravllrs
The Gereekt'Goevernren doosnoi;eolthe need for requiring that- radors,

corcioal tnyvellers and ,arone carrying semple should bo in possession of
an identityecazd. nmhn Groeke Govermeot belives that evideence of the profssion
of sucequateons is ado,rOyolyeisupplied b thir peassports and th nature of
the colhey carry. at teyGreek GovernmentthereforewouldfavourhcrCforo would vour
the delceion of ho sonrenetween squaro ea bcen. 5iJuaro brackets in para-
gArticle III of oe &t cl.; M: of* tho draft
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The refund of duties and the release of the security at the time of re-exportation

The Greek Government shares the concern voiced by the delegation of the
United States as regards paragraph 6 of Article III. Existing Greek customs
legislation greatly facilitates the release of the security for payment, of
duties in cases when re-exportation is effected at the same customs offices and
by the same means of transportation, (customs offices in harbours, railway
stations and airports) as importation. On the other hand, if samples with
respect to which duty has been paid or security deposited at the timeof
import are re-exported through a customs office other than that through which
importation was effected, reimbursement or release cannot possibly be effected
without delay. Indeed it may occur that a small customs office at the frontier
which has no revenue of its own is physically unable to effect the refund or
release in question. Even in the case of a more important customs office it
may be impossible to effect refund or release before correspondence in this
respect has been exchanged with the office which has levied the duties or
received the security, and before the necessary authorization is given.

Such difficulties might perhaps be overcome if the importer at the time
when he enters the county indicates in advance the date and place of his
leaving the country. If provisions of this nature were included in the
convention the appropriate competent services could then issue orders which
would facilitate the prompt transmission of official documents from one
customs office to another. Unless the individual concerned submits a
preliminary statement, any waiver to the existing Greek customs legislation
is not possible.

Article IV. Price-lists catalogues and publicityublc material

The Greek legislation provides for liberal exemptions for the importation
of catalogues, price-lists, notices for use, and publicity material. The
Greek Government therefore does not raise any objection to the adoption of
Article IV of the draft in its entirety. The figure of 200 grams (indicated
in square brackets as an illustration of the total weight to be exempted) is
also acceptable. The Athens Chamber of Commerce and Industry even went a
little further and propos.ed a higher figure

Article V. Teponopraiortation of yubi.ciy films
The Greek Government; taking into account the rapid evolution of the

cinema., holds the view that films constitute a new and excellent means for
the presentation of samples and it therefore agrees in principle with the
United K.i~dom proposal*On the other hand, it would not accept the farmer
British proposal that exemption from customs duties should be granted only in
the cases of films publicising products of the heavy industry, samples of
which are not moved easily or cannot be transported, Greece is not interested
iracceptling this new imitative clause which would not involve any reciprocal
advantage for the cype of produGts that .t can export4 The Greek Government
holds the view that films constitute an effective means of conducting publicity
and disseminati,g directiveld. and it wou1 be pleased if the advantages
resulting from pscublicity filmould be extended to all products in conformity
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~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~a
with the spirit of Article II of the drai convention.;If its views were
hatedethe Greek Government would accept the United Kingdom proposal supplemented
bya formal reference to ".produce of the soil or industrial products"

Ie;mtheionedcourse o,f the din.uions on the abovn- nnorestion. i was
contended that duty-free importstioo of films dealing with the popularibaticn
on means of production, cultivation and irdustrialisation or with the processing
of the agricultural products of certain countries, are governed by the UNCO
Conventioon relating to the circulation of educatinal films. The Greek Govern-
ment however does not believe that the UNESCO Convention also covers the case
of films exhibiting samples of different products and which therefore are of
an exc lusiveuldly publicity nature, Consequently)it woibe desirable that
this question be dealt withp by means. of wider and more up-to-date rovisions

As regard,s the period allowed for re-exportationGreece is agreeable to
thiBperiod net exceeding six months

avingepoatlueandofpr c of s she commercial va ofroduts
for exhibitions and fairs

In view of its adverse balance-of payments and of its limited availabilities
i foreign exchange, Greece has had to impose drastic restrictions on imports.
The Greek Trade Ministry does not envisage the possibility of allowing importers
of Smples having some eomercia3. lue not to comply with the requirements
relating to the preliminary issuance of an import licence. No other regulations
could be followed even in the case of samples imported for publicity purposes
and destined for re-exportation, even though their importation might not involve
an loss in foreign exchange.

In view of this categorical denial by the competent authorities, the only
possible solution in this domain wuld lie in the adoption of a simpler system
which mit render more flexible the formalities concerning the issuing of
import permits for samples to be re-exported.

It is understood that such import restrictions do not apply to samples
of negligible value. In the case of samples, the value of which does not
exceed $75.00, an import permit can be easily secured by means of the deposit
of Scurity which is released at the time of re-exportation.

2o.eial bitions and fair's

In order to facilitate duty-free import of products and samples for
exhibitisons and fairs, the Greek Trade Minitry proposes to include in the
convention special. provisions relating to this matter Such clauses would

,deal with the duty-freuimportation)on a reciprocal basis, of industrial
and agricultural products and samples thereof shipped to international
exhibitions and fairs to be distributed free of charge to visitors, for

pubould be affectedinliicity purposes.e SucAshipments she in l-mited quantitis
and if need be should be submitted to postage requirements in order to avoid
any misuse. The Greek Government requests that the above-mentioned proposals
be submitted to the Gitracting Parties for consideration.
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Article VIII

The Greek Government shares the opinion expressed by the majority of
contracting parties that Article VIII deals exclusivelywith differences and
disputes which may arise between governments concerning the application of
the convention. It is on the basis of this interpretation that the Greek
Government accepts the text of this Article in the draft and the Greek Govern-
ment is of the opinion that the addition proposed by the Italian delegation
is unnecessary. Of course ordinary disputes between importers of samples and
the national customs authorities shall be settled in conformity with the
existing legislation of each country.

Time limit and number of ratifications necessary for the entryinto force of i
the convention.

The Greek Government holds the view that a minimum time limit of four
months should be granted to countries whether or not members of the GATT for
the signature of the convention (Ar.ticle IX) As regards Article XI, the
Greek Government is of the opinion that the convention should enter into force
only when 20 countries at least have deposited their instfruments o .accession

No contracting state should be allowed to denounce the convention unless
the convention has been in force for two years already (Article XlI).

Rytreaemectiproirn

The Greek Government attaches particular importance to the reciprocal
clause which should be formally included. It is only with the operation of
such a clause that a government could be in a position to grant the benefits
involved in the convention. The question of reciprocity does not arise as
regards members of the GATT which would accede to the c.onvention But
differences might arise between GATT members which have acceded to the
convention and GATT members which have no.t done so It was contended during
the discussions that the operation of the most-favoured-nation clause
incorporated in Article I of the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade
should apply equally as between members of the GATT whether they have acceded
to the new conventi.on or not The view that most-favoured-nation treatment
should apply to this convention did not meet with general .agreement Further-
more, as this is a separate convention of a special type and with a scope
mUh wider than that of the General Agreement which is rather limited, the
Greek Government is oifi the opnon that the convention relating to samples
should be applied subject to absolute reciprocity t.reatment Fur,thermore
the new convention represents a step forward in the direction of free trade
and constitutes, so to speak, a widening of the Convention on the Simplification
of Customs Formalities concluded in 1923, unsder the uspices of the League
of Nations and applied by Greece ever si.nce 1927 Again, this latter Convention
osn Custom Formalities is applicable only as between signatory states and does
yht pp to other states even though these may have entered into bilateral
co¢ercial agreements with the most-favoured-nation cla.uses For all the
foregoing ore,asns the Greek Government proposes to include in the text of
the new convention a specific article dealing with reciprocity treatment.
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The Greek delegation to the Sixth Session of the Contracting Parties has
already made this proposal (See document GATT/CP.6/W/8 of 29 September 1951).

The Greek Government believes that the French proposal relating to the
setting up of a system of polyptych (Carnot de passages) to facilitate the
movement of samples could render useful services. As in the case of auto-
mobiles, such assistance would render unnecesary a number of inconvenient
formalities relating to the deposit of securities. However, in view of the
difficulties encountered in the setting up of an international office for the
issuance of polyptychs giving every possible guarantee to national offices,
the Greek Government proposes to support the French proposal after this has
been submitted in a more concrete form to the consideration of the Interna-
tional Chamber of Commerce.

. Considering that there would be every interest in reducing the docu-
mentary requirements laid down by various national legislation to the strict
minimum neces,sary and in view of the advantages which would result if such
documents were provided in a standarrd fom accepted by every country, the
Greek Government is of opinion that the Contracting Parties should not limit
sthemelves toea st of suggestions. They shouild drect their efforts towards
the drawing up of a convention like the one adopted for instance by the
Brussels StGudy roup concerning commonthe iLou= nomenclature and the determination
of dutiable value.

Experience has shown that the "standard practices for the administration
ofnIport au export restrictions and exchange controls" adopteduin Torqiy
and circulated in the formc omf a reomendation to the Contracting Parties,
have yieled no concrete results. Though these "standard practices" have
mplybeen prctransmitted to services which administer restrictions and though
urgenmt recomendations have been made as to the advantages which wcrueould aci
therefrom, no great attention has been paid to them and they hcave not on-
tributed ain any wy to the alleviation of the difficulties raised by the
application of the projectsrelating to quantitative restrictions which have
been exchanged. We have however reasons to believe that the "standard
practices" have not met with a greater measure of success in other European
coumres. It is on the basis of such findings thatrmlywe fi believe that
only a convenilltion w make it possible to impose provisions regarded as

. advantageous for the purpose of facilitating international trade.

.1. The Grneek Govermenst recognzes that the main commercial documents which
ac.aw hipmentsof goods are the bill of lading and the commercial invoice.
Dtwe cannot forget the usefulness of a certificate of origin which makes it
lposibh to compute, in conformity with Greek legislation, the amount of duty
to be paid in each case. The onus of submitting other indispensabcule doments
is not on the shippher; te declaration should be presented by the party which
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effects transportation (ship's captain, air navigation company,
company, etc.); the import permit, when squired on account of restrictions,
is to be supplied by the importer. In several cases a certificate indicating
the cost of transportation and of insurance is necessary for the valuation of
the goods. In some cases a health certificate is also required.

2. Under Greek legislation, no consular certificate indicating the price
and origin of the goods is required in principle. Such certificates issued
by the Chamber of Commerce meet govermental requirements, except in cases
where the goods are impoted through a third country and not directly from
the producing country. In this latter case a certificate from the consulate
of the transit country is required. Therefore, the question of a combined
consular form does not arise as far as Greece is concerned.

3. In Greece, statistical information is submitted by the Customs autho-
rities and the special statistical service, free of charge for the shipper.

4. As regards the classification of goods under the Greek customs nomen-
clature, the exporter or shipper has no obligation. Such classification
should be done by the importer or consignee, and the customs authorities.
Furthermore, the Greek governmental authorities have not laid down any
requirements concerning the weights and measures in terms of which import
and export documents shall be made out.

The Greek Government is quite favourable to the reduction of cases in
which consular visas are necessary, and to the principle of imposing no or
at least minimum consular fees in cases where a consular visa is absolutely
required.

Draft recommendations

On this particular point, the Greek Government does not rely on the
efficacy of recommendations and would favour formal obligations imposed on
governments by means of conventions.

Generally there is no case in which the consular visa is required in
Greece for customs or commercial documents. In exceptional circumstances
and by way of reprisals, such visas are required in the case of goods shipped
from countries which impose such formalities.

Therefore we fully agree with the six points in the draft recommendations.

m_ __
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(Translation) 4

Aie o Artico7

Thisss enumation does nofact seem to be neceoar in view of the 4othat
iuch a listwguldcwnever be complete an Sts applicati aould give rise to

difficulties if scome products were omitted. However, suh a list, if it were
of a purely illusterative nature, could be inserted in th convention as a list
of samples.

From the point of vimewcof Haiti, the identity card for comerial
travellers is nobjustified. As samples are either exempt or liable to duty,
as the case may be, any individual can import them or carry them in his
personal baggage provided he has complied with customs formalities of a
revenue nature. Furthermore, u,nder the existing custom regulationsany
traveller who irorts samples in order to solicit orders on the domestic
market must, if his frm is not already represented in Haiti, buy a licence
befsore he can clear through the otom any samples he carries.

Films, as defined in Article V, could be entitled to the facilities
aprrovided for in Article III bths 'Rards exemption and duty free admission.
As in the case of samples, a period of six months could be slowed for re-
exportation.

The numbher of ratifications required fo tie entry into force of the
convention could be half thesnumber of contracting parties plu one.

As regards the period during which the convention would have to remain
in force, the convention could remain indefinitely in force but it would
be open to any contracting party to denounce the convention by notification
of demmction to the Secretary-General of the United Nations.
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Annex"B"Ox

NAebr of doucments.equired.- Under eisxaing Haitian customs legislation,
commercial invoices, bills of lading and consular manifesst are required. To
maintain orderliness and control the Government of Haiti does not propose for
the time being to alter these requirements.

Statistical information and tariff classification of goods.- As regards
the collection of statistical information and the tariff c lassification of goods
mentioned in the draft, it is obligatory for importers to submit to shippers
the data required by the customs legislation in order that shippers may include
such data in hiter consular invoices because it is not, in fact, possible for
nya shipper to be cognisant of all the details relating to the various customs
tariffs when they prepare statements required by the customs legislation of
the country of destination.

Weights and measures.- Advantage should be taken of the discussooi of
the draft during the Seventh Session of the Contracting Parties in order to
remcomend to all governments the use of the metric system.

As in the case of documentary requirements for the importation of goods,
the Haitian Government does not propose to abolish consular invoices.

1) Consular fees charged by the Haitian Consulates are as follows:
2--*er invoice when f£..b. value does not exceed $200.-.nd 1 per cent

when value exceeds $200.
$20.- and $25.- for the manifest visa.

$2.- for the bill of lading visa.

2) Consular fees may be paid to the country of exportation, may be
settled in the currency of the country of exportation provided the consul
effects conversion on the basis of the rate corresponding with the value
in dollars.

3) In cases of bona fide mistakes on the part of the shipper in the
documents corrections may be made by the importer on Haitian territory
under existing customs legislation.

4) Consular invoice forms are issued against payment of a moderate tax.



For instance, American shippers pay $0.15
$1.30 for ten batches and $8.50 for 100 batches.
free of charge to American exporters, the exp
Government, on the basis of information obtai
in New York, would amount to $800 per year f
24,000 batches of five forms.

5) The number of copies required by Hai
service is :

For consular invoices:
For consular bills of
lading:

15 duty per batch of five copies,
90. If forms were to be issued
enditure incurred by the Haitian
ned from the Haitian Consulate
r an approximate amount of

tian legislation on the consular

5 copies plus one original

5 copies plus three originasl.

ORWAY.lI

o The Norwegian Government would like to direct its moments mainly
toffehendiieret questions in the report to which the Workiyng Part
particularly has drawn the attention. The information required by the
working pacrnty is otained in the following comments.

According to the Norwegian regulations in force commercial samples which
are considered not to be intended for sale are admitted free of duty. Although
the proposed formula "neglig"ible value in some respect may over a broader
field than the actual Norwegian regulations, the formula could be accepted.

am= I to Article II

The Norwegian Government would favour the deletion onf the Anex and
agrees with the arguments put forward to this end by several members of the
Working Party.

To what ext
conven19tion of
accordance with
appliems to come

::nI the opr
ahra parap

ent articles covered by paragraphs 1-12 of the draft
5 can be imported into Norway free of duty is deterimined I

the above mentioned seerule ( comments to Article II) which
raiallsamples in general.

don of the Norwegian Government the last passage of paragraph
wphs 7 and 8 should be deleted, the reason being that the

1.

t; .r ,.
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the question ofidentity cards forcommercialtravellers does not seem to
fall within the natural scopeof the proposed convention.

In thisconnection itshould be mentioned that identity cardsfor
commercial travellers arenot required in Norway. On the otherhandforeign
commercial travellers operatinghave to hsae to obtain acommercialorermoial
84ir Issued by than authorities.oriti.

The article as a whole as sell a the wleight ugimit sgestedg (ms200 ra )
are acceptable.

nciIn pArtic OtolesV iceacooptabls. Ao to the period to be fixed
orx thexportationafte of che matographiclic films a period of six months

The other articles of the drconvention areiXOundn fo tos be atisfactory
t the Norwegian Government.

The Norwegian Government has no objections to the present texts of
these drafts, and is in principle strongly in favour of such recommendations.

A Ae_ _ _ _

In reply to the requomm for cm¢ients by contracting parties, contained
in GA7T/CP.6/36 an/131TTmyPGovernmenthaWvernt has directed me to advise you
that it finds thle principce of the ogenerallynvention , l acceptable although,
of course, there are a number of points and questions of detail which it may
wish to raiorse when the Wking Party report in discussed at the Seventh
Session.

manwhile W Goermentollowing has the f s uggestioms and comIents to
make: '

It i eaidered that r furthe Proviso should be added to Article V of
.heondrnaft cnvetioni to prohbit the exhibitions of film of the type described
(a)ny under a csondition wirehipcymenhrequ at to be made by thse person to
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whom they are exhibited, or (b) in conjunction with any formof entertainment
for which payment is required.ArticleII.paragraphI *~.a't~ 2.

The concept of "neglicgible value" is Government and my avdornet ad
the Department of Customs aot,Excisce does n~,'inn fat, collect ay duty
on aV tem where sthe dutly -is leasthan lsd.

ragraph24ticle ii:az'

The Southern Rhodesian customs authorities at present require that in
order to qualify for exemption from import duty, samples ousf clothing mt be
rendered yunsaleable b the cuotting out frm each garment ooff a portion
the material of not less than o2" square frm a prominent part, both back
and front ...

uimTuhe preesent max'diy-frec amounts permissible in respect of
foodstuffs and beverages lis t1ed ein l1bparagraphnt a 1 . or1 1 pi accordin
to the nature of the samples; and in ommoddresspect of the itie listed in
pagraph 11, 3/2 l. or 1/2 pint. The Department of xCustoms and E'cce has
indicated bthat it will emodfyprepared todi these limits should the proposal
for the retention of the Annex be generally accepted.

CHAMBER OFCOMMERCE_ COMMCE

This report;approved by the Council of the I.C.C. at its 77th.
Session on N 13th, 1952, is submitted to the Contracting Parties
to the General Angreement o Teriffs and Trade (GATT), with the support
of the naInternatiol Cooperative Alliance and the International League
of Commercial Travellers and Agents, as well as, for the sections
dealicung with domentary requiremensts and conular formalities, of the
International Air Transport Association and the International Chamber
ftShipping.

-

On behalf of the industrial and trading communities of its member
countries, ti.International Chamberr of Commerce waxmy welcovmes the initiatite
taken by the Contracting Parties to the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade
(GATT), at their Sixth Session in October 1951, in drawing up a Draft Inter-
natfionale Cornvention or th Pupose of Fmacilitating the Iportation of
Comercial 8aplies and Advtetisng Matericommal and Draft Reaedations on
Dioometa RequAresm nttanrmaliCo0nulimplicationr Fon*at. S p aion 'in these
three fields would hdp greatly to s,monoth the path of tade ad the I.C.C.
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therefore hopes that at their Seventh Session opening October 2nd, 1952, the
Contracting Parties to GATT will find it possible to reach final agreement on
these proposals.

In view of the urgent importance of giving practical effect to the
recommendations concerning documentary requirements and consular formalities,
the I.C. C. suggests that some kind of follow-up machinery be created, for
instance the submission by each contracting party at the end of each year of
a report on action taken since the recommendation were issued.

The I.C.C. hopes that the Seventh Session of the Contracting Partions will
also be able to adopt recommendations regarding two other basic problems
raised by it in its Lisbon Congress Report (Brochure 153), namely customs
valuation of goods and the definition of the nationality of manufactured
products.

Whilst deeply appreciating the courtesies extended to its representatives
at the Sixth Session, the I.C.C. would be glad if arrangements could be made
at the Seventh Session for fuller and more regular participation in the dis-
cussions of the appropriate Working Party when its own proposals are under
consideration.

While approving in substance the draft convention dawn up by the Sixth
Session of the Contracting Parties, which satisfies in large measure the
requirements of trade and industry, the I.C.C. submits the following obser-
vations and suggestions for consideration by the Contracting Parties at their
Seventh Session.

Article II

The I.C.C. is of the opinion that the question of whether the value of
each sample or the aggregate value of the whole consignment is to be taken
into account should be settled in the convention. According to the majority
view, it is the value of each sample which should count and not the aggregate
value, except in exceptional circumstances which could be covered in the list
appended to Article II, if such a list is conserved. In other words if each
item is, or is made, valueless for customs purposes, the fact that one hundred
such items are presented instead of one should normally speaking make no
difference. In any case, if there is to be option,the option should be
stated and carefully defined.

Particular importance is attached by the members of the I.C.C. to the
rule that any treatment required by the customs to render a sample commercially
unutilisable should not be such as to diminish its utility as a sample. The
I.C.C. would therefore welcome a redrafting of this article so as to make this
rule more imperative. The insertion of the word "marking" before"tearing" in
paragraph 2 might also be useful, since for instance stamping the word "sample"
indelibly on an article may in many cases render more drastic measures
unnecessary
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The I.C.C. believes it to be essential to avoid the use of the term
"value" at the end of paragraph 2. The word "value" should be replaced,
in order to obviate any misunderstanding, by some such word is "utility"
or "character".

Annex toArticleII

As among the Contracting Parties, there is also a difference of opinion
within the I.C.C. as to the advisability of appending a list of specific
goods to Article II.

The majority view, however, is strongly in favour of retaining the list,
in spite of the fact that it cannot pretend to be exhaustive. They feel that
no general definition can give practical guidance to the customs authorities
unless it is accompanied by concrete examples of the way in which it is meant
to be applied.

If the listis retained, it is essential, the I.C.C. feels, that the
introductory paragraph should state more clearly that the list is in no way
intended to be exhaustive and consists simply of a certain number of examples
for guidance to the customs authorities in the application of Article II of
the convention. It should also be made clear that the list is subject to
periodical revision on the basis of experience gained in its application.
The attention of the I.C.C. was drawn it this connection to the fact that
the list contains no reference to ironmongery, pharmaceutical products and
perfumes.

If the list is not retained, the I.C.C. nevertheless believes it to be
most importantthat the Contracting Parties should draw up a separate common-
tary on Article II in the form of a set of recommendations with concrete
examples. Without such a commentary, there is great danger that the adoption
of the very general definition contained in Article II will do little to
achieve simplification and uniformity in practice.

The attention of the I.C.C. has been drawn to the following points of detail
in connection with the existing list:

a) Item 1 (foodstuffs and beverages, etc.) would exclude the generally accepted
practice of admitting free of duty without limitationof number small
sample bottles of wine, spirits, etc.

b) Are coffee, tea and tobacco included under "foodstuffs" ?
c) In Item 4 (samples of threads ...) the words "sent by a supplier to a

customer" should be struck out as being irrelevant to a list of this kind.
The definition is, moreover unsatisfactory for threads of jute which have
to be long enough to show over a certain length whether or not they contain
knots and that they have been spunwith a certain degree of regularity.

d) Under paragraph 7, it is clear that a single shoe (i.e. not a pair) will be
treated as a sample without "deep cuts" ?

e) The list should perhaps be completed by reference to plastic materials
which are now a substitute for certain articles mentioned (e.g. pottery,
glass) .
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Article III

Paragraph 1(b)
This paragraph appears to duplicate Article II and raises again the

problem of unit value versus aggregate value. From this point of view the
same remarks apply to it as have already been made concerning Article II.

The I.C.C. fails to understand the introduction in this paragraph of a
limitation on the value of the samples. Samples of value and subject to duty
are in fact the specific subject-matter of Article III. Moreover, no criterion
is given, nor could it be found, by which the customs authorities are to decide
when an article ceases to be a sample because it is too valuable.

The I.C.C. would suggest striking out sub-paragraph b) altogether.

Paragraph 1(c)
This paragraph needs to be reworded. As it stands it might prevent an

agent in country B from asking a manufacturer in country A for samples of his
products. This cannot be the intention, but clearly the wording should be
altered. Allowance should also be made for producers of agricultural products
e.g. dried raisins, who are not perhaps covered by the term "manufacturers".

Paragraphs 3, 7 and 8 (identity cards)
The IC.C. suggests that the proposed passages in square brackets

relating to identity cards for commercial travellers should be deleted. It is
important, however, that their absence should not be interpreted as implying
the abolition of the system of identity cards in countries where the system
at present exists. A paragraph should therefore be added at the end of
Article III stating that the provisions of this Article are in no way intended
to exclude any of the contracting parties from maintaining or introducing the
system of identity cards for commercial travellers provided for in the 1923
Convention for the Simplification of Customs Formalities.

Article IV

The I.C.C. urges the Contracting Parties to fix the weight limit in
paragraph 1 (b) as high as possible. A low limit such as 200 grs. would not
be in harmony with modern developments in advertising and trading practices
A single copy of a catalogue, particularly when illustrated or issued by a
trade association or syndicate, may easily exceed that weight. A producer
in one country, moreover, frequently has to forward quite a large number of
copies to an agent or representative abroad.

In the opinion of the I.C.C., the weight-limit should be 2 kgs., if
necessary with the additional proviso that the number of copies should not
exceed 20.

The present wording of Article IV appears to the I.C.C. to be too restric-
tive. Duty-free entry is granted only to catalogues, price-lists and trade
notices "relating to goods offered for sale by a manufacturer or trader
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established in the territory of another contracting party". This definition
should be broadened to include producers other than manufacturers and also
suppliers of services, such as insurance companies, shipping companies and
travel agencies. Secondly, allowance should be made for the very common
practice of sending prospectuses etc. along with a consignment of goods
already sold.

The suggestion concerning producers and suppliers of services also
applies to paragraph 2 of this Article.

As regards paragraph 2 (a), it should be made clear that this restriction
refers exclusively to catalogues etc. printed abroad for the account andat
the expense po a manufacturer or trader in the territory of importation.

Article V

If customs practice is to keep pace with modern technical developments,
the I.C.C. feels that this Article should be redc afted in a more liberal
spirit.

Developed cinematographical films designed for advertising purposes, as
defined in Article V, should not be treated as temporary imports of value
under Article III, but should be admitted free of duty without the obligation
to re-export, under the regime applied to samples in Article II.

As in the case of Article IV, provision should also be made not only
for manufacturers and traders but also for producers and suppliers of services.

Nor should the facilities be limited to films dealing with products or
equipment "whose qualities cannot be adequately demonstrated by samples or
catalogues". This is not a point which the customs authorities are in a
position to decide.

The following amendments are therefore proposed:

Opening paragraph
-replace "Article III" by "Article II";

- delete the following phrase ". whose qualities cannot be adequately
demonstrated by samples or catalogues".Sub-paragrapha)2r16;aa &)

Add the word "services" after the word "products" and the words "or for
hire" after the words "for sale".paragraphin ara j

If' thaI.C.C.t suggestion in favour of referring to Article II instead
of Article III in the opening paragraph is accepted, this final paragraph
could be deleted. If it is not accepted, the minimum period allowed for re-
exportation should be six months.
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The last sentence of paragraph 2 should be completed by adding after
the words "deposit of special security" the words "which should not exceed
20 per centof the value".

Paragraph 3 (e) requires clarification.

Proposedsystem 0o sytM of_ "cprnetges" oatriptyques oorsQnpnog9fr amlees of valu

The I.C.C. has studied with great interest and sympatomhy the recmen-
dation of the French Government delegation at the Sixth Session of the
Contracting Parties to GATT in favour of the introduction of a system of trip-
tyques or "carnets do passages" for samples of value. There can be no dif-
feroce of opinion on the question of principle. The I.C.C. would warmly
support any workable system designed to alleviate the financial burdens and
administrative formalities imposed upon firms sending representatives abroad
with samples of value. The practical difficeulties ar, however, very great
indeed and neither the I.C.C. itself nor its national committees are in a
position to take on the responsibilities involved. It appears too from the
I.C.C.'s investigations that most chamboemrs of cmerco and other trade or
industrial associations of a general character are in the same position.

In the course of its inqeuiry, th I.C.C. was informed by the International
League of Commercial Travellers and Agents that the League and its constituent
national associations were prepared in principle to examine the possibility of
acting as guarantors under such a scheme, and the I.C.C. is glad to transmit
this information to the Contracting Pareties. Th International League is
in the meantime continuing its ianvesti tion of the practical details of
finance and organization involved.

In conclusion, the I.C.C. suggests that progreess in th direction of a
more general agreement might well be made through the conclusion of bilateral
agreements between those contracting parties who are able and willing to
adopt a system such as that proposed by the French Government.

Two suggestions of a diffeerent ordeer have bn made in response to the
IG.C%s nuiry. The first is that the necessary guarantee coueld bo gien by
an approved bank, thus establishing at the same time the bonaefids of the
commercial traveller. The second is that the same system of control could be
applied to imports of samples ofvalue carried by commercial travellers as
is applied in certain countries to the import of foreign currency. In other
words, the traveller would receive a copy of the customs declaration and
the number of this declaration would be entered in his passport. On leaving
the country, the traveller would be obliged to produce the samples mentioned
on the declaration orto pay duty.
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Annex "B"

The I.C.C. strongly, supports the adoption by the Contracting Parties of
the draft recommendations drawn up at the Sixth Session on documentary require-
ments for the importation of goods, which are in substantial accord with the
views expressed by the I.C.C. in its Lisbon Congress report (Brochure 153).

The following amendments are suggested:

Rule 1. (Number of documents required).

Add to the list of commercial documents:

iii) manifest;in the case of sea or air transport.
Rule 2. (Combined standard invoice form).

The following words might usefully be added at the end of the last
sentence.", not proportionate to the value of the goods".

Redraft the concluding paragraph as follows:

"The specification of these commercial documents does not mean that
customs documents such as entry or declarationforms or import licences
can be dispensed with. It is also to be understood that, where necessary,
the customs authorities may require the declarer to produce, in support
of his declaration, other documents such as certificates of origin,
insurance papers, sanitary certificates, etc."

The purpose of this amendment is to establish a clearer distinction
between the general rule and the exception. It is also felt to be essential
to delete all reference to consular invoices in the concluding sentence.

Annex "C"

The I.C.C. fully supports the proposed recommendations, while regretting
that they could not take the form of a binding convention, but would like to
see the opening recommendation in favour of the abolition of consular invoices
and of consular visas expressed in even stronger terms. This might perhaps
be done by adding a clause at the end of the opening sentence of the recom-
mendations to the effect that such invoices and visas are in the opinion of
the Contracting Parties totally unnecessary except in very special circum-
stances.

The introductory part of' the second paragraph is rendered somewhat
obscure by the reference to "these documents and visas". These words should
be replaced by "such consular invoices and visas".
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It is suggested to delete the words "by the exporter and" in Rule 2.

The following additional rules are proposed:

a) additional documents such as certificates of origin should not be
required.

(The point of this rule is that where consular documents and
visas are required, these are by their nature substitutes for
other documents and particularly for certificates of origin.
A consular invoice should not for instance have to be accompanied
by copies of the commercial invoice and separate certificates
of origin)

b) if an assurance regarding the issue of an import licence is required
as a condition of consular legalization of shipping documents in the
country of exportation, a reliable communication giving the number
of the import licence should suffice.

c) each Contracting State should make arrangements by which consignments
of cargo destined to its territory and not exceeding an f.o.b. value
specified by that State will be free of governmental documentary
requirements,such as consular invoices, certificates of origin, and
visas, and will be exempt from related consular fees.

(This recommendation is taken from Annex 9 to the Convention on
International Civil Aviation.)

d) where time-limits are laid down for the presentation of documents
to the consular offices, due account should be taken of the
incidence of public holidays


